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Abstract
Since computers have become increasingly more powerful, users are less willing to accept
slow responses of systems. Hence, performance testing is important for interactive systems.
However, it is still challenging to test if a system provides acceptable performance or can
satisfy certain response-time limits, especially for different usage scenarios. On the one
hand, there are performance-testing techniques that require numerous costly tests of the
system. On the other hand, model-based performance analysis methods have a doubtful
model quality. Hence, we propose a combined method to mitigate these issues. We learn
response-time distributions from test data in order to augment existing behavioral models
with timing aspects. Then, we perform statistical model checking with the resulting model
for a performance prediction. Finally, we test the accuracy of our prediction with hypotheses
testing of the real system. Our method is implemented with a property-based testing tool
with integrated statistical model checking algorithms. We demonstrate the feasibility of our
techniques in an industrial case study with a web-service application.

Keywords Statistical model checking · Property-based testing · Model-based testing ·
FsCheck · User profiles · Response time · Cost learning · Performance testing

1 Introduction

Performance testing is important, especially for critical systems. It is usually done with
sophisticated load techniques that are computationally expensive and even infeasible when
various user populations should be analyzed. Alternatively, the performance may be anal-
ysed by simulating a model of the system. Simulation allows faster analysis and requires
less computing resources, but the quality of the model is often questionable. We present a
simulation method based on statistical model checking (SMC) that enables a fast probabil-
ity estimation with a model and also a verification of the resulting probabilities on the real
system.
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SMC is a simulation method that can answer both quantitative and qualitative questions.
The questions are expressed as properties of a stochastic model which are checked by ana-
lyzing simulations of this model. Depending on the SMC algorithm, either a fixed number
of samples or a stopping criterion is needed.

We implement our method with the help of a property-based test-case generator that is
originally intended for functional testing. Property-based testing (PBT) is a random test-
ing technique that tries to falsify a given property, which describes the expected behavior
of a function-under-test. In order to test such a property, a PBT tool generates inputs for
the function and checks if the expected behavior is observed. PBT tools were originally
designed for testing algebraic properties of functional programs, but nowadays, they also
support model-based testing.

In previous work (Aichernig and Schumi 2017a, b), we have demonstrated how SMC
can be integrated into a PBT tool in order to evaluate properties of stochastic models as
well as stochastic implementations. Based on this previous work, we present a simulation
method for stochastic user profiles in order to answer questions about the expected response
time of a system-under-test (SUT). Figure 1 illustrates this process.

(1) First, we apply a PBT tool to run model-based testing (MBT) with a functional model
concurrently in several threads in order to obtain log-files that include the response
times of the tested web-service requests. Since the model serves as an oracle, we also
test for conformance violations in this phase. This functional aspect was discussed in
earlier work (Aichernig and Schumi 2016a), here the focus is on timing.

(2) Next, we derive response-time distributions per type of service request via linear
regression, which was a suitable learning method for our logs. Since the response time
is influenced by the parallel activity on the server, the distributions are parametrized
by the number of active users.

(3) These cost distributions are added to the transitions in the functional model result-
ing in, so called, cost models. These models have the semantics of stochastic timed
automata (STA) (Ballarini et al. 2013). The name cost model shall emphasize that our
method may be generalized to other type of cost indicators, e.g., energy consumption.

We also combine these models with user profiles, containing probabilities for tran-
sitions and input durations, in order to simulate realistic user behavior and the expected
response time.

(4) These combined models can be utilized for SMC, in order to evaluate response-time
properties, like “What is the probability that the response time of each user within a
user population is under a certain threshold?” or “Is this probability above or below a
specific limit?”.

We apply them for a Monte Carlo simulation, in order to estimate the probability
of such properties.

(5) Additionally, we can check such properties directly on the SUT, e.g., to verify the results of
the model simulation. In principle, it is also possible to skip the model simulation and
(statistically) test response-time properties directly on the SUT. However, running a
realistic user population on the SUT is time-consuming and might not be feasible due
to very long waiting times. A simulation on the model is much faster. Therefore, also prop-
erties that require a larger number of samples can be checked, e.g., using Monte Carlo
simulation. We run the SUT only with a limited number of samples in order to check,
if the simulation results of the model are satisfied by the SUT. Therefore, we test
the SUT with the sequential probability ratio test (Wald 1973), a form of hypothesis
testing, as this allows us to stop testing as soon as we have sufficient evidence.
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Fig. 1 Overview of the steps for cost-model learning and response-time checking

Related work A number of related approaches in the area of PBT are concerned with test-
ing concurrent software. For example, Claessen et al. (2009) presented a testing method
that can find race conditions in Erlang with QuickCheck and a user-level scheduler called
PULSE. A similar approach was shown by Norell et al. (2013). They demonstrated an
automated way to test blocking operations, i.e., operations that have to wait until a cer-
tain condition is met. Another concurrent PBT approach by Hughes et al. (2016) showed
how PBT can be applied to test distributed file-synchronisation services, like Dropbox. The
closest related work we found in the PBT community is from Arts (2014). He shows a
load-testing approach with QuickCheck that can run user scenarios on an SUT in order to
determine the maximum supported number of users. In contrast to our approach, Arts does
not consider stochastic user profiles and model-based simulation.

There exist various tools for performance testing and load generation (Vinayak Hegde
2014; Rina and Tyagi 2013), which are related to our approach, since they also support the
simulation of user populations. For example, Neoload1 is a performance testing and mea-
surement tool for mobile and web applications that can simulate user populations. A similar
open source tool is Apache JMeter (Halili 2008). Initially, it was only build for websites, but
recently it also supports other applications areas. Another tool called LoadRunner (Jinyuan
2012) from HP supports the simulation of thousands of users and it works for various
software platforms, like .NET or Java.

The most related performance-testing approaches are mainly in the area of load or stress
testing. For example, Menascė (2002) presented a load testing approach for web sites
that works with user interaction scripts to simulate the user behavior. Another load-testing
method was introduced by Draheim et al. (2006). They showed the simulation of real-
istic user behavior with stochastic models and workload models in order to estimate the
performance of web applications. A related stress testing approach was presented by Krish-
namurthy et al. (2006). The work shows a synthetic workload-generation technique that is
based on request logs, and should mimic real user behavior. In contrast to our work, classi-
cal performance or load testing is mostly performed directly on an SUT. With our approach,
we want to simulate user populations on the model-level as well.

1https://www.neotys.com/neoload/overview
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Related work can also be found in the area of performance engineering or model-based
simulation methods Smith (1990), Woodside et al. (2007), Pooley and King (1999), and
Book et al. (2005), i.e., various approaches apply a model to predict performance. For exam-
ple, Becker et al. (2009) presented a prediction method with Palladio component models
for the evaluation of component-based software architectures. With their method, they pre-
dicted response times of an online music repository for concurrent system usage. Moreover,
they compared their prediction against measurements from a real system. Lu et al. (2012)
demonstrated a statistical response-time analysis. Their approach takes response-time sam-
ples for the construction of a statistical model that is applied to derive upper bounds for
response-time estimates. Most of these approaches only apply a model-based analysis, and
do not present an automated technique for the evaluation of their model on an SUT. In con-
trast, with our method we can perform a model-based prediction, and we can also check the
accuracy of our predictions by directly testing an SUT within the same tool.

There are also some approaches or tools that can do both, a simulation with a model
and testing an SUT. Balsamo et al. (2004) gave an overview of various model-based
performance-prediction approaches and tools, and the mention tools, like SPE•ED (Smith
and Williams 1997), which works with message sequence charts and supports a model-
based simulation, as well as an evaluation of object-oriented systems. A disadvantage of
such approaches is that they still require much manual effort, e.g., performance data is often
only defined manually. In contrast, we also include an automated approach for response-
time learning with linear regression. Moreover, we can exploit PBT features, because our
approach is realised within a PBT tool.

The most closely related tool is UPPAAL SMC (Bulychev et al. 2012). Similar to our
approach, it provides SMC of priced timed automata, which can simulate user populations.
It also supports testing real implementations, but for this, a test adapter needs to be imple-
mented, which, e.g., handles form-data creation. With our method, we can use PBT features,
like generators in order to automatically generate form data and we can model in a program-
ming language. This helps testers, who are already familiar with this language, as they do
not have to learn new notations.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is novel: (1) no other work applies PBT for
evaluating stochastic properties about the response time of both real systems and stochas-
tic models, (2) no other work performs cost learning on behavior models using linear
regression. Grinchtein (2008) learns time-deterministic event-recording automata via active
automata learning. Verwer et al. (2010) passively learn probabilistic real-time automata.
In contrast, we learn cost distributions and add them to existing automata models for
SMC.

Contribution This article is an extended version of an ICTSS conference paper (Schumi
et al. 2017). Compared to this previous work we present the following new contributions:

(i) A major new contribution is an extensive description of our cost-model learning
approach. The conference paper gave a brief overview only. Here, we focus more on the
learning process. We highlight various learning steps, like data cleaning and feature engi-
neering, which are key to obtain a good model. (ii) Another new contribution is the extension
of our method to enable an assessment of the prediction power of our learned model. In our
previous work, we only checked if the SUT is at least as good as the model in responding
within a certain time limit. Now, we also check if the real probability of the SUT is close to
the predicted probability of the model by utilising a two-sided hypothesis test. (iii) More-
over, we present an additional industrial case study. We evaluate our approach by applying
it to an updated and extended version of the SUT we have used previously.
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In relation to our presented process of Fig. 1, our main contributions in this work are
located in the cost-model learning and hypotheses-testing phases. However, we also tried
to optimize the presentation of all steps of our approach, and we illustrate a more detailed
evaluation.

Structure First, Section 2 introduces our SUT and the necessary background regarding
SMC, PBT, and their combination. Next, Section 3 explains how we perform cost-model
learning. In Section 4, we present our method with an example. In Section 5, we give more
details about the process and implementation. Section 6 presents an evaluation based on an
industrial web-service application. In Section 7, we discuss limitations of our method and
finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 8.

2 Background

2.1 System-under-test

Our approach was evaluated on a web-service application provided by our industrial project
partner AVL.2 The application originates from the automotive domain and is called Test-
factory Management Suite (TFMS).3 It is a workflow tool that supports the process of
instrumenting and testing automotive power trains – a core business of AVL. TFMS captures
test-bed data, activities, resources, and workflows. A variety of activities can be realized
with the system, like test definition, planning, preparation, execution, data management,
and analysis (Aichernig and Schumi 2017b).

The application is intended for various kinds of automotive test beds for car components,
like engines, gears, power trains, batteries for electric cars or entire cars. For instance, for
testing an engine it is mounted to a pallet and also different test equipment is attached. The
selection of the test equipment depends on the specific use case. Typical test equipment for
an engine might be a measurement device for the power output or the fuel consumption.
After a pallet is configured, it is moved to the test bed, where all devices are connected
and a test is performed. TFMS manages all steps and needed devices of such a workflow,
which is also called a test order. It allows the scheduling of car components that need to be
tested, the selection of required test equipment, the definition of the needed wiring for the
equipment, and the planning of the sequence of all tasks at a test bed. Moreover, customer
specific requirements, like additional management steps or custom restrictions can be freely
configured via business-rules.

The system has a client-server architecture which is illustrated in Fig. 2. The “TFMS
Server” is the central component of the system. This server is hosted in Microsoft’s IIS
(Internet Information Services) and provides several simple object access protocol (SOAP)
web services, which are described via the web services description language (WSDL). For
data storage, MongoDB is used. TFMS offers different types of clients: one to collect data
from the test beds, several office clients for different management activities (e. g., test order
management) and a scheduler to plan the execution of test activities on the test beds (Aich-
ernig and Schumi 2017b). TFMS is highly configurable and offers an own client for server
configurations (CFG Client). The web services are driven by business rules. A rule engine

2https://www.avl.com
3https://www.avl.com/tfms
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Fig. 2 Client-server architecture of the SUT

takes this business logic in the form of business-rule models and interprets them in order to
define the control-flow of the application.

The system consists of multiple modules corresponding to the mentioned clients. Mod-
ules can be seen as groups of functionality and they consist of multiple business-rule models
which describe what tasks can be performed by a user and how they look like, e. g., what
data can be modified. Only one business-rule model can be active at the same time and it
determines, which forms can be opened in the current state of the system (Aichernig and
Schumi 2017b).

A business-rule model is a state machine defining the behavior of the business objects,
so called TFMS Objects. A TFMS object class describes objects of our application domain,
like test equipments or test orders. Each object has a state, an identifier, attribute values/data
and is stored in the database of our SUT. TFMS works task based. Tasks represent the behav-
ior, i. e., the actions or events a user may trigger, e. g., creating or editing TFMS objects.
An example business-rule model and description of tasks and subtasks are presented in
Section 4.1.

TFMS is a critical software, because it is essential to efficiently operate test beds. It is
deployed to various customers where it is running under different hardware and network
settings. Moreover, it is applied for several application fields and under varying usage con-
ditions, i.e., with several users and different user types. It is important for AVL that the
system is still fast enough to satisfy even high numbers of concurrent users. Hence, in this
work, we are investigating the performance of TFMS for various usage scenarios.

2.2 Statistical model checking

Statistical model checking (SMC) is a verification method that evaluates certain properties
of a stochastic model. These properties are usually defined with (temporal) logics, and we
may ask quantitative and qualitative questions about their satisfiability. For example, what
is the probability that the model satisfies a property or is the probability that the model
satisfies a property above or below a certain threshold? In order to answer such questions, a
statistical model checker produces samples, i.e., random walks on the stochastic model and
checks whether the property holds for these samples. Various SMC algorithms are applied
to compute the total number of samples needed in order to find an answer for a specific
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question or to compute a stopping criterion. A stopping criterion determines when we can
stop sampling, because we have found an answer with a required certainty. In this work, we
focus on the following algorithms, which are commonly used in the SMC literature (Legay
et al. 2010; Legay and Sedwards 2014).

Monte Carlo simulation with Chernoff-Hoeffding bound The algorithm computes the
required number of simulations n in order to estimate the probability γ that a stochas-
tic model satisfies a Boolean property. The procedure is based on the Chernoff-Hoeffding
bound (Hoeffding 1963) that provides a lower limit for the probability that the estimation
error is below a value ε. Assuming a confidence 1 − δ the required number of simulations
can be calculated as follows:

n ≥ 1

2ε2
ln

(
2

δ

)
(1)

The n simulations represent Bernoulli random variables X1, . . . , Xn with outcome xi =
1 if the property holds for the i-th simulation run and xi = 0 otherwise. Let the estimated
probability be γ̄n = (

∑n
i=1 xi)/n, then the probability that the estimation error is below ε

is greater than our required confidence. Formally we have: Pr(|γ̄n − γ | ≤ ε) ≥ 1 − δ.
After the calculation of the number of samples n (1), a simple Monte Carlo simulation is
performed (Legay and Sedwards 2014).

Sequential probability ratio test This sequential method (Wald 1973) is a form of hypoth-
esis testing, which can answer qualitative questions. Given a random variable X with a
probability density function f (x, θ), we want to decide, whether a null hypothesis H0 : θ =
θ0 or an alternative hypothesis H1 : θ = θ1 is true for desired type I and II errors (α, β).
In order to make the decision, we start sampling and calculate the log-likelihood ratio after
each observation of xi :

log �m = log
pm

1

pm
0

= log

m∏
i=1

f (xi, θ1)

m∏
i=1

f (xi, θ0)

=
m∑

i=1

log
f (xi, θ1)

f (xi, θ0)
(2)

We continue sampling as long as log β
1−α

< log �m < log 1−β
α

. H1 is accepted when

log �m ≥ log 1−β
α

, and H0 when log �m ≤ log β
1−α

(Govindarajulu 2004).
In this work, we form a hypothesis about the expected response time with the Monte

Carlo method on the model. Then, we check with sequential probability ratio test (SPRT)
if this hypothesis holds on the SUT. This is faster than running Monte Carlo directly on the
SUT.

2.3 Property-based testing

Property-based testing (PBT) is a random-testing technique that aims to check the correct-
ness of properties. A property is a high-level specification of the expected behavior of a
function-under-test that should always hold.

For example, the length of a concatenated list is always equal to the sum of lengths of its
sub-lists:

∀ l1, l2 ∈ Lists[T ] : length(concatenate(l1, l2)) = length(l1) + length(l2)

With PBT, we automatically generate inputs for such a property by applying data generators,
e.g., the random list generator. The inputs are fed to the function-under-test and the property
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is evaluated. If it holds, then this indicates that the function works as expected, otherwise a
counterexample is produced.

PBT also supports MBT. Models encoded as extended finite state machines
(EFSMs) (Kalaji et al. 2009) can serve as source for state-machine properties. An EFSM is
a 6-tuple (S, s0, V , I, O, T ). S is a finite set of states, s0 ∈ S is the initial state, V is a finite
set of variables, I is a finite set of inputs, O is a finite set of outputs, and T is a finite set of
transitions. A transition t ∈ T can be described as a 5-tuple (ss, i, g, op, st ); ss is the source
state, i is an input, g is a guard, op is a sequence of output and assignment operations, and
st is the target state (Kalaji et al. 2009). In order to derive a state-machine property from an
EFSM, we have to write a specification comprising the initial state, commands, and a gener-
ator for the next transition given the current state of the model. Commands encapsulate (1)
preconditions that define the permitted transition sequences, (2) postconditions that spec-
ify the expected behavior, and (3) execution semantics of transitions for the model and the
SUT. A state-machine property states that for all permitted transition sequences, the post-
condition must hold after the execution of each transition, respectively command (Hughes
2007; Papadakis and Sagonas 2011). Formally, we define such a property as follows:

Let cmd.runModel and cmd.runActual be functions of type S×I → S×O for executing
a command cmd on the model and on the SUT, respectively. Furthermore, we have a pre-
condition cmd .pre : I × S → Boolean defining the valid inputs of the command. Given
a postcondition cmd.post : S × O × S × O → Boolean that relates the outputs and states
after command execution on the SUT and model, then the property to be tested is

∀s ∈ S, i ∈ I, cmd ∈ Cmds :
cmd.pre(i, s) =⇒ cmd.post(cmd.runModel(i, s), cmd.runActual(i, s))

(3)

A PBT tool generates random sequences of commands in order to test this property.
For generating the input data, it is possible to define custom data generators for each type
of input. Put simply, a generator Gen[A] is defined for a type A and provides a function
sample : A that returns an instance of this type. For complex data, default and custom gen-
erators can be freely combined and even nested. This makes PBT an ideal candidate to test
web services with complex input forms.

The first PBT implementation was QuickCheck for Haskell (Claessen and Hughes 2000).
Numerous reimplementations followed for other programming languages, like Hypothesis4

for Python or ScalaCheck (Nilsson 2014). We build upon our previous work (Aichernig
and Schumi 2016a) and demonstrate our approach with FsCheck.5 It is a .NET port of
QuickCheck influenced by ScalaCheck. It supports a property definition in both, a func-
tional programming style with F# and an object-oriented style with C#. We work with C#
as it is the programming language of our SUT.

2.4 Integration of SMC into PBT

We have demonstrated that SMC can be integrated into a PBT tool in order to perform
SMC of PBT-properties (Aichernig and Schumi 2017a, b). These PBT-properties can be
evaluated on stochastic models, like in classical SMC, as well as on implementations with
stochastic behavior. For the integration, we introduced our own new SMC properties for a
PBT tool. These SMC properties take a PBT property, configurations for the PBT execution,
and parameters for the specific SMC algorithm as input (see Fig. 3).

4https://pypi.python.org/pypi/hypothesis
5https://fscheck.github.io/FsCheck
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Fig. 3 Data flow diagram of an SMC property

Then, our properties perform an SMC algorithm by utilizing the PBT tool as a simulation
environment and return either a quantitative or qualitative result, depending on the algo-
rithm. For example, a state-machine property can be applied for a statistical conformance
analysis by comparing an ideal model to a faulty stochastic system. Additionally, it can also
simulate a stochastic model.

A simple code example of an SMC property that performs a Monte Carlo simulation is
outlined in Algorithm 1. This SMC property takes a PBT property, configurations for the
property check and the required number of samples as input. It performs property checks
for the number of sample in a loop and returns the probability that the property is satisfied.
We evaluated our SMC properties by repeating several case studies from the SMC literature
and we were able to reproduce the results (Aichernig and Schumi 2017a, b).

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of a MonteCarloProperty.

Input: prop: PBT property, config: configuration for the property check, n: number of samples
1: passCnt 0 Counter for the passed property checks
2: for 1 do
3: if prop.Check config then
4: passCnt passCnt 1 increase pass counter
5: return passCnt n

3 Cost-model learning

The response time distributions to be added to the transitions in the functional model are
a key part of the method presented in this paper. How can we derive such distributions?
Implementing a classical rule-based algorithm is not feasible since appropriate if-then-else
rules with the associated conditional expressions and calculation formulas for the distribu-
tion parameters are hard to be defined a priori in our context. However, we can recognize
that we have all the necessary ingredients for a data-driven learning approach, more pre-
cisely, for supervised learning with regression. We have log-files with a large number of
request examples (instances) for which also the response times (labels) are known. For each
request example, the log-file specifies the values of a number of attributes (features) related
to the requests. Our regression task is to learn from the (labeled) data given by the log-files,
a function which, given the attribute values of a request instance, returns the parameters (μ,
σ ) of a normal distribution for the response time for that instance.

As we will see in Section 4.2, it turns out that the response times can be fairly well
approximated by a linear combination of the request attributes by using the linear regression
method. This comes in handy since (i) the statistical properties of the resulting estimators,
i.e. the weights of the request attributes, are easier to determine with linear regression than
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with other learning algorithms, and (ii) we can use these statistical properties to derive the
normal distribution parameters of the response times.

Multiple linear regression The general linear regression model in matrix notation is known
as

y = Xβ + ε (4)

where y is the dependent variable (regressand), X is the design matrix of the independent or
explanatory variables (regressors), β contains the model parameters (regressor coefficients
or weights), and ε is the error term (noise) which captures all other factors which influence
the dependent variable other than the regressors (Hastie et al. 2009). In more detail, in case
of p regressors the ith observation of the dependent variable is given by

yi = 1β0 + Xi,1β1 + ... + Xi,pβp + εi (5)

with β0 as the constant or offset term (intercept). The case with more than one independent
variable is called multiple linear regression (MLR). Thus, we use MLR to model the rela-
tionship between the response time, i.e., the dependent variable, and the attributes, i.e., the
independent variables, of a request.

Given a log-file with N examples of requests and their response times, y is the N × 1
vector of the response times and X is the N × p design matrix for p request attributes
considered to linearly influence the response time, where yi is the response time and Xi,1,
..., Xi,p are the attributes of the ith request example in the log-file.

We can use y and X with the (4) to estimate the model parameters β that minimize
the error term ε. Note that ε is a N × 1 vector and there are various ways to define what
“minimize ε” means. The simplest and most common method is the ordinary least squares
(OLS) which minimizes the sum of the squares ε2

i , i = 1, ..., N .
After we have estimated the parameters β = [β0, β1, ..., βp], we use the formula

y = 1β0 + x1β1 + ... + xpβp (6)

to predict the response time y of a new, previously unseen, request with attributes
[x1, x2, ..., xp]. Please note that the formula (6) is similar to (5) but without a correction
error term ε which accounts for random variation or other unknown factors. Hence, (6) is
an approximation of the real response time which can be evaluated by analyzing the statis-
tics (e.g., standard error, p value, confidence interval) of the estimated model parameters β

computed when applying the OLS method.
If we consider that the model parameters βk , k = 0, ..., p are normally distributed with

the mean and standard deviation estimates (μβk
, σβk

) given by the model parameters and
the corresponding standard errors computed with OLS, then it follows that the predicted
response time y is normally distributed with the mean μy and standard deviation σy given
by

μy =
p∑

k=0

xkμβk
, σ 2

y =
p∑

k=0

x2
k σ 2

βk
(7)

as a linear combination of the normal distributions N (μβk
, σ 2

βk
) with weights xi , i =

0, ..., p and x0 = 1, according to (6).
The normal distribution N (μy, σ

2
y ) with parameters given by (7) is exactly what we

are looking for. Thus, given a log-file of request examples with corresponding response
times, we learn the parameters (μβk

, σβk
) of a model (7) which gives the normal distribution

N (μy, σ
2
y ) of the response time y for any new request with known attributes [x1, ..., xp] to

be associated to the behavioral model as needed.
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4 Method

This section shows how we derive cost models from logs and how we can apply these
models to simulate stochastic user profiles.

4.1 Log-data generation

As explained in Section 2.1, our SUT is a web-service application called TFMS that consists
of various modules. One simplified model out of the Test Order Manager module serves us
as an example. The whole module will later be presented in more detail within the evaluation
in Section 6. The example model supports tasks, like creating or editing Business Process
Templates, which are objects of the application domain. These objects include attributes
(form data) that are stored in a database and have to be set by the users. The state machine
in Fig. 4 on the left represents the tasks of this model. (Note that tasks can be enabled in
various states and they can also lead to multiple states, as the next state may be selected
via an external choice by the user.) To keep it simple, this state machine only represents the
tasks of a currently opened object without attributes. In reality, we also have transitions to
switch between objects and a variety of attributes. Hence, this functional model is an EFSM.
In our previous work, we have demonstrated how such functional models can be derived
from business-rule models of the server implementation (Aichernig and Schumi 2017b). In
this article, we assume the functional models as given.

Each task consists of subtasks, e.g., for setting attributes or for opening a screen. The
subtasks of one task can be seen in the center of Fig. 4. Many subtasks require server
interaction. Therefore, they can also be seen as requests.

Based on these functional models, we can perform conventional PBT, which generates
random sequences of commands with form data (attributes) in order to check properties
that test the functionality of the SUT. We test state-machine properties (3) as explained in
Section 2.3, i.e., we perform random walks on the model and check for output and variable
equivalence of the model and the SUT in the postconditions. In our case, the output is just
the current state after the execution of a command, and since we encode the form data in
variables, we test if the variable values are correctly transferred to the SUT and that there is
no problem with the database. While these properties are tested, a log is created that captures
the response times (costs) of individual requests. The properties are checked concurrently
on the SUT in order to obtain response times of multiple simultaneous requests, which
represents the behavior of multiple active users.

An example log from a test system is represented in Table 1. Note that this TFMS version
was running on a virtual machine with low computing resources. We record response times
of tasks, subtasks, simultaneous requests #ActiveUsers, the attribute name in case of one

Fig. 4 Cost annotation for the Business Process Template model
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attribute and otherwise the number of attributes #Attributes, the generated form-data size
ObjSize, and the cumulative sum of the data size CumulativeObjSize (which represents the
database fill level of the SUT). For this initial logging phase the test-case generator chooses
the transitions, i.e. the tasks, with uniform distribution. We randomly select the number of
testing processes for each test case in order to obtain log data that includes entries for diverse
workloads. Our focus is on weak to high average workloads, since we want to find realistic
situations that lead to a reduced user satisfaction due to slow responses, and we want to
know to what extent such situations occur.

Note that with PBT we can freely choose the number of test cases and the length of each
test case. This allows us to control the size of the generated data, which is helpful for our
learning method, since we need to try out different data sizes.

4.2 Learning from the log-data

Learning a model from the log-files is a data-driven approach, hence the quality and the
accuracy of the log-data are of crucial importance. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
obtain log-files through usage of the web-service application (SUT) by real-world users
and directly logged by the SUT due to various reasons: (i) it is hard to get permission
from SUT customers to use their real-world data from production environments (confi-
dentiality reasons), (ii) the time needed for the log-files generation depends on the usage
frequency by the real-world users and is generally long, (iii) logging of critically impor-
tant attributes, e.g., database fill level, is not acceptable due to invasive character (frequent
access to database registers through the logging client might negatively impact the SUT per-
formance). However, we overcome this problem by using a user simulation tool as shown
in Section 4.1.

The advantages of the user simulation approach are threefold: (i) we can run the user
simulation tool on demand, whenever and with whatever environment setup we need, (ii)
we can simulate users with different usage profiles (e.g., some users are typing faster, hence
sending requests to SUT with a higher frequency), (iii) we are flexible to record any required
attribute, through simulation if necessary, without SUT (re-)coding which would be critical
due to release cycle constraints and possible invasive character. For instance, the database
fill level might be simulated on the tool side by maintaining an internal variable Cumu-
lativeObjSize which is incremented, resp. decremented, every time a request is storing to,
resp. removing from, the SUT database. The step size used is the objects total size ObjSize.

A disadvantage of the user simulation approach is, however, that we might generate
biased log-files, e.g., by selecting some parameter setups much more often than others, if
we do not carefully define the experimental setup. Moreover, measurement errors might be
introduced due to (i) network latency (the simulation tool is not run on the SUT machine in
order to do not impact on the SUT performance), (ii) approximations of simulated attributes,
e.g., CumulativeObjSize, or (iii) tool execution time overhead. However, we keep these
errors low, and consider them irrelevant, by (i) running the tool on the local network as close
to the SUT as possible, (ii) consistently updating the internal variables for the simulated
attributes, and (iii) implementing the simulation tool with real-time requirements in mind in
addition to allocating sufficient hardware resources, respectively.

It is worth noting that we have to deal with the following model requirements:

R.1 Distributions. The predictions for response times are required as distributions
N (μy, σ

2
y ) and not as single values.

R.2 Real-time. Compute “good enough” predictions in real-time (ca. 1 ms).
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R.3 Portability. The prediction model is generated in the programming language python

but needs to be embedded externally into the overall tool (C#-code).

The requirement R.1 is due to the SMC approach followed in this work. R.2 is necessary
since the simulation of the SUT is done with a virtual time, i.e., a fraction of the actual
time, in order to simulate thousands of requests within hours which would otherwise take
days on the SUT. R.3 is a consequence of R.2. More precisely, we can further improve the
predicting speed if the algorithm which computes the prediction is natively implemented
directly in the module which needs the prediction and not in an external module which
would cost additional (precious) time to invoke. As we will see below, the above specific
model requirements will affect some choices we have to make during the model learning
process.

For learning the cost model described in Section 3, the journey starts with defining the
experimental setup. Corresponding log-files, one log-file for each simulated user, are then
generated as explained in Section 4.1. The log-files contain many examples of requests,
typically up to two million examples all together. For each request, the log-file specifies a
number of related attributes including, importantly, the response time, i.e., the time needed
by the SUT to process the request and send back a reply. The journey for learning the cost
model goes further through several phases as described below.

Data cleaning and pre-processing The log-files are analyzed with help of descriptive
statistics and visualizations, e.g., histograms, box plots, pair-wise scatter plots of attributes,
etc. If there is any evidence that something unusual happened during the logging phase, e.g.,
many requests with either unrealistic response times (too long or too short) or missing val-
ues for mandatory request attributes due to, e.g., some process which crashed or got stuck,
then new log-files are generated. Otherwise, various data cleaning tasks are performed on
the current log-files:

• Sporadic requests with missing values for mandatory attributes are removed.
• Non-mandatory request attributes with missing values are filled with default values.

E.g., Attribute is not required to have a value for every request type.
Thus, we fill missing values of Attribute with a default value “NOTSET” as a further

category.
• Request examples with an error message received back from the SUT are removed since

our goal is to test properties of the SUT under normal usage and network conditions.
• The request examples generated during the first five minutes of the logging phase are

removed since during this time various system initialization tasks (e.g., database user
authentication, network connection setup, etc.) are performed. These initialization tasks
affect in an atypical way the response times of the system and should not be considered
for learning (s. Fig. 5).

• Sporadic request examples with unusually long time responses, e.g., due to some tem-
porary network problems, are considered outliers and removed, for instance the data
point in Fig. 5 around time 01:20.

Feature selection and engineering Relevant attributes (features) are selected which are
believed to influence the response time of the SUT. Again, descriptive statistics and visual-
izations of the data from the log-files together with a good knowledge about the way how
the SUT works and is built are key factors for identifying relevant features. The better we
understand the data, the better and more accurate the models that we can build (Tang et al.
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Fig. 5 Aggregated response times (marker symbol indicates aggregation size)

2014). For instance, Fig. 5 suggests that the response time depends on some variable chang-
ing over time which, excluding the possibility of any memory leak, is very likely to be the
database fill level of the SUT.

Table 1 illustrates the request attributes that we found most relevant for learning response
times. Thus, we anticipate that our response time prediction model is a function of those
variables. However, it turns out that combining some variables for creating new features
(feature engineering), instead of using them individually as separate features, leads to better
results. For example:

• Using the concatenation Task Subtask as a feature instead of two separate features Task
and Subtask would improve the model performance by ca. 9%. This seems reason-
able since different task types have subtasks with the same name but different effects,
depending on the corresponding task type. Using Subtask as a standalone feature would
introduce some noise for the learning process. This noise accounts for being less pre-
cise in capturing the different effects of a subtask when the subtask name is associated
with different task types.

For instance, both tasks ′Create′ and ′AdminEdit ′ have a subtask called ′Commit ′.
However, the subtask ′Commit ′ associated with the task ′Create′ typically implies
more objects being stored in the SUT database, hence it is more “costly” than ′Commit ′
associated with ′AdminEdit ′.

• Using as feature the multiplication of CumulativeObjSize by a boolean variable
(True = 1,False = 0) indicating whether a request requires SUT database access or
not, instead of using CumulativeObjSize alone as feature for all requests, further
improves the model performance by ca. 10%. This seems also reasonable since using
CumulativeObjSize for all requests during the learning process, independently whether
a request requires database access or not, would clearly introduce noise which accounts
for giving weight to a property (database fill level) even if the response time for a
request does not depend on that property.

Eventually, we define a list of features including both raw features, i.e., request attributes
as recorded in the log-files, and engineered features, i.e., combinations of raw features. The
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values of the features in the log-files might be integers, floats, or strings. Note that missing
values do not occur at this time in the data as they have been previously resolved during the
data cleaning and pre-processing phase. That is, they have been either filled with default
values or removed together with the corresponding rows.

A feature whose values are strings or ordinal numbers encoding some categories is called
categorical feature. The possible values of a categorical feature are the categories of that
feature. Since the multiple linear regression algorithm that we are going to use next can only
handle numerical features for computing appropriate mathematical operations, we need to
transform categorical features into equivalent numerical features.

In case of categorical independent features, different coding techniques are available to
transfer the feature categories into a linear regression model. (If they are not independent,
interaction terms can be added (Jaccard et al. 2003).) The simplest is dummy coding, where
for each category i of a categorical feature a (new) binary dummy feature is introduced.
For each example in the dataset, the new binary feature is set to 1 if the categorical feature
has value i for that example, and set to 0 otherwise. By definition, these binary features
are linearly dependent, because the sum of the columns corresponding to all binary dummy
features related to the same categorical feature leads to a column of 1s. Therefore, to avoid
singularity problems, for each categorical feature it is necessary to have one dummy feature
less than the number of categories. The category that has no dummy feature is called the ref-
erence group of the model. It has 0s in all dummy features. (For more details, see (Rencher
and Christensen 2012)). In Listing 1, Create Commit and Edit Commit are two of the binary
dummy features derived from the (engineered) categorical feature Task Subtask, whereas
Attribute NOTSET and Attribute Responsible are derived from the (raw) categorical feature
Attribute.

We selected the multiple linear regression algorithm (see Section 3) to learn the predic-
tion model for response time distributions from the log-files. This is a good match for the
specific model requirements R.1−3 highlighted above. Moreover, the learned model makes
good enough predictions for the purpose of the work presented in this paper (see Section 6).

We use the programming language python 2.7 with the scikit-learn6 0.19.1 machine
learning package for model prototyping, e.g., testing of various combinations of features,
estimating the accuracy of an algorithm using k-fold cross validation, etc. Once we iden-
tified the set of features with the highest predictive power, we use the StatsModels7 0.8.0
package to generate a deployment model candidate from the entire dataset.

Scikit-learn follows the machine learning tradition where the main supported task is
choosing the best model for prediction. That is, the emphasis in the supporting infrastructure
in scikit-learn is on model selection for best predictions of new, previously unseen samples
with cross-validation on test data.

StatsModels follows the statistics tradition where we want to know how well a model
fits the data, which features explain or affect the labeled variable, or what the size of
the effect is. That is, the emphasis in the supporting infrastructure of StatsModels is on
analyzing the training data (hypothesis tests) and deriving complex statistical properties
of resulting estimators, e.g., standard errors, p values, etc. This points out the distinction
between StatsModels and scikit-learn. Thus, while there is a lot of overlap, e.g., StatsMod-
els also does prediction, it is easier to use the cross-validation support of scikit-learn for

6http://scikit-learn.org
7http://www.statsmodels.org
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performing cross-validation for prediction, whereas it is easier to use the statistics support
of StatsModels for generating the parameters (μβk

, σβk
) required by the model (7) from

Section 3.

Model predictive power evaluation The dataset used to train a machine learning algorithm
is called training dataset. The latter cannot be used to give reliable estimates of the accuracy
of the model on new data. This is a big problem because the whole idea of creating the model
is to make predictions on new data. However, we use statistical methods called resampling
methods to split the dataset up into subsets; some are used to train the model and others
are held back and used to estimate the accuracy of the model on unseen data. That is, we
split the input dataset into training and test sets; we train the model on the training set and
estimate its accuracy on the test set (Hastie et al. 2009).

To reduce the possible effect that the model performs well just by chance with a selected
train/test split, we estimate the accuracy of the modeling algorithm using k-fold cross val-
idation. More precisely, we randomly partition the input dataset into k equal sized subsets.
Of the k subsets, we hold back a single subset as test set and use the remaining k-1 subsets
as training set. We repeat the cross-validation process k times, with each of the k subsets
used as test set exactly once. If each time we obtain comparable results, we conclude that
it is unlikely that they are due to chance. Typical values for k are 5 or 10 but in general k

remains an unfixed parameter and depends on the size of the input dataset.
A commonly used metric to evaluate how well a prediction model for regression fits a

given (labeled) dataset is the coefficient of determination, denoted R2 (Wright 1921):

R2 := 1 −
∑N

i=1(yi − ŷi )
2

∑N
i=1(yi − ȳ)2

(8)

where in our context N is the total number of request examples from the given dataset
(pre-processed log-files), yi is the response time recorded in the dataset for the ith request
example (the ith label), ŷi is the response time that the model would predict for the ith

request example, and ȳ is the mean value of all N response time values recorded in the
dataset (the mean of all labels). The score of R2 is between 0 and 1. A value of 0 corresponds
to a constant model that predicts the mean value of all response time values from the training
set. A value of 1 corresponds to the perfect prediction. Intuitively, R2 gives a number that
indicates the proportion of the variance in the dependent variable y that is explained by the
model.

To ensure a better model stability and robustness, it is generally recommended to apply
feature scaling, e.g., normalization or standardization, to the data before training an MLR
algorithm on the data. Recall that normalization is rescaling the range of features to [0, 1] or
[−1, 1] and standardization is making the values of each feature in the data have zero-mean
and unit-variance. However, whether the model benefits from feature scaling or not strongly
depends on the data. Therefore, in order to verify whether standardizing or normalizing the
data makes a difference in our case, we perform the model evaluation in turn on the raw,
normalized, and standardized data, and compare the results.

We use the LinearRegression class from the scikit-learn package to train and test an MLR
model with the k-fold cross-validation technique, e.g., k = 5. We generally obtain R2-scores
in the range [0.75, 0.95], depending on the complexity of the SUT property to test which
determines the experimental setup generating the log-files. We obtain similar R2-scores on
both train and test sets at all iterations of the k-fold cross-validation which indicates that the
model does not suffer from overfitting, i.e., scoring well on the training but badly on the test
data.
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Importantly, we do not see any significant difference in the above results, whether we
make the evaluation on the raw, normalized, or standardized data. This is good news since
we can avoid feature scaling without any loss, while contributing at the same time to the
fulfillment of the requirements R.2−3, as we will see in the next phase below.

It is worth mentioning that other algorithms (e.g., polynomial regression, random forests)
have been tested as well. However, the achieved R2-scores were just slightly better so that
the increased complexity was not worth it. Further investigations would be necessary, espe-
cially with regard to the fulfillment of the request R.1. This might be subject of future
work if, while using this work in practice, it turns out that better models are needed for the
statistical model checking part.

Deployment model generation We use the OLS class from the StatsModels package to
generate a deployment model from the entire dataset. We no longer need the cross-validation
models or the train/test sets from the previous phase since they have just served to get
the confidence that we can get a good model from the log-files. Once we have got this
confidence, we can use the entire dataset to generate the model.

The parameters (μβk
, σβk

) required by the model (7) belong to the statistics that OLS
delivers out-of-the-box along with the model. Thus, the requirement R.1 is fulfilled. In
order to fulfill the requirements R.2−3, we abstain from applying feature scaling to the
data before training the MLR algorithm to learn the deployment model. The reason is that
feature scaling would negatively impact both (i) the model performance when it is used to
make predictions at run-time (feature scaling has to be applied also at run-time to the data
for which we want to make predictions), and (ii) the model portability (the same features
transformation used at model training time needs to be performed also at run-time). More-
over, as showed in the model predictive power evaluation phase, feature scaling does not
really make a difference in our case. The simple, linear form of the model (7) contributes to
the fulfillment of the requirements R.2−3 as well.

Listing 1 shows an excerpt from a deployment model candidate generated with OLS. In
the left column are the intercept and the regressor variables corresponding to [x0, ..., xp]
(including both raw and dummy binary features) from the model (7). The second column
shows the estimates of means corresponding to the parameters μβk

. The third column shows
the empirical standard errors of the estimates of means, corresponding to the parameters
σβk

. The fourth column contains the t values, i.e., the ratio of estimate and standard error.
The p values in the last column describe the statistical significance of the estimates: low p

values indicate high significance.
We use the p values to refine the model by excluding features with low significance. For

instance, #Attributes in Listing 1 has a high p value, that is, its estimate has low significance.
If we generate a new model, this time without the feature #Attributes, we obtain a similar
R2-score but with a simpler model. We typically iterate several times through the model
generation phases by adding/removing features until a good simplicity/R2-score tradeoff of
the model is reached.

Finally, the right-hand side of Fig. 4 intuitively shows how the generated deployment
model is used externally in conjunction with the behavioral model. Briefly, the function
cost ,

cost : Task × Subtask × N>0 × Attribute × N>0 × N>0 × N>0 → R>0 × R>0

is a wrapper around the model (7) which takes as input the values of the raw features of a
request r for which a prediction is required. It first checks the features Task and Attribute and
if necessary, it fills them with the default value “NOTSET,” as during the model training in
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the data cleaning and pre-processing phase. It then computes the values of the engineered
features and applies the dummy coding technique to derive the values for the dummy binary
features corresponding to the categorical features, as during the feature engineering phase.
Note that at this point, we have all the values [x0, ..., xp] from (7). Finally, cost uses (i)
the formulas (7), (ii) the previously computed values [x0, ..., xp], and (iii) the parameters
(μβk

, σβk
) given by the deployment model to compute the mean μy and the standard deviation

σy of the normal distribution we consider the response time y of the request r comes from.

Listing 1 Deployment Model generated with OLS (Excerpt)

The function sample : R>0 × R>0 → R>0, takes as input the pair (μy, σy) from the
function cost and draws a value from the normal distribution N (μy, σ

2
y ). It returns this

value as the prediction for the response time y of the request r .

4.3 Model simulation and verification of the SUT

In order to simulate the interaction of users with the SUT, it is also necessary to model the typical
behavior of users. A user profile specifies the typical behavior of a class of users, e.g., the
frequency of task executions, the pauses between tasks and the time needed to input data.

For our use case, they are represented by weights for tasks, by waiting intervals between
tasks/subtasks and additionally by waiting factors for the input duration, e.g., a delay per
character for the time to enter a text. The transition probabilities resulting from the task
weights are shown on the top of Fig. 6. Note, we also included the probabilities for select
transitions, which allow a switch between active Business Process Templates. On the bottom

Fig. 6 User profile of the Business Process Template model
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of the figure, a representation of this user profile is shown in the JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) format, which was used for storage. It also includes the mentioned waiting intervals
and factors.

This user profile is joined with the cost model in order to obtain a combined model that
can be applied to simulate a user. A user population is simulated by executing this model
concurrently within one of our SMC properties, which were explained in Section 2.4. The
combined model has the semantics of a stochastic timed automaton (Ballarini et al. 2013).
Note, for these waiting times, we also introduce states in a similar way as for the subtasks,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.

In order to estimate the probability of response-time properties, we perform a Monte
Carlo simulation with Chernoff-Hoeffding bound. However, this simulation requires too
many samples to be efficiently executed on the SUT and so we only run it on the model. For
example, checking the probability that the response time of all subtasks is under a threshold
of 50 ms for each user of a population of 20 users with parameters ε = 0.05 and δ = 0.01,
requires 1060 samples and returns a probability of 0.806, when a test-case length of four
tasks is considered.

Fortunately, hypothesis testing requires fewer samples and is, therefore, better suited for
the evaluation of the SUT. The probability that was computed on the model serves as a
hypothesis to check, if the SUT is at least as good. We apply it as alternative hypothesis and
select a probability of 0.556 as null hypothesis, which is 0.25 smaller, because we want to be
able to reject the hypothesis that the SUT has a smaller probability. Additionally, we want to
check if the probability of the SUT is not much higher than the probability computed on the
model, in order to asses the prediction power of our model. Hence, we also test a probability
of 1, which is about 0.2, as a null hypothesis with a second SPRT and the same alternative
hypotheses. By running SPRT (with 0.01 as type I and II error parameters) for each user of
the population, we can check these hypotheses.

The alternative hypotheses were accepted for both SPRTs and for all users which means
that the model’s prediction was accurate. This verification phase on the SUT is indeed effi-
cient: on average only 17.55 and 11 samples were needed for the first and second SPRTs,
respectively.

5 Architecture and implementation

In this section, we show the integration of the cost models and user profiles into a collective
model, and we illustrate how such models can be simulated with PBT.

We already presented an existing implementation of MBT with FsCheck (Aichernig and
Schumi 2016a), which supports automatic form-data generation and EFSMs. Based on this
work, we implemented the following extensions in order to support our new method. The
first extension is a parser that reads the learned response-time distributions and integrates
them into the model. In the previous implementation, we had command instances, which
represent the tasks and generators for different data types (for form data). Now, we introduce
new cost generators for sampling costs or response times, which can be applied in the same
way as normal generators for form data. During the test-case generation, the generated costs
can be evaluated within the commands. This helps to check response-time properties.

Algorithm 2 represents the implementation of a cost generator. The inputs are a task, a
subtask, an attribute, an array of encapsulated attributes (for requests that transfer multiple
attributes) and a cost function, which returns the parameters μ and σ of the normal dis-
tribution. Additionally, there are global variables ActiveUserNum and CumulativeObjSize,
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which are shared by all users. The generator is expressed as a function that is called dur-
ing the generation process and it works as follows. First, a sequence generator is applied to
generate values for the encapsulatedAttr array and the select function further processes the
generated values and constructs a new generator that is then returned. This function takes an
anonymous function, which takes the values as input and returns a new value that can have
a different type. It can be applied to convert a generator of certain type A to one of type B
by processing the generated values of the first generator:

Gen[A].select : (A → B) → Gen[B]

Inside this function, the number of active users is increased to simulate a request. (The
access to ActiveUserNum should be locked to avoid race conditions.) Then, a value is sam-
pled according to the normal distribution and assigned to the delay variable. The sample is
created with the parameters μ and σ from the cost function that was explained before. (Note
that encapsulatedAttr.length represents the number of attributes that are set by a subtask
(#Attributes), and sizeOf (data) is the size of the generated attribute data, i.e., the ObjSize
argument of the cost function.)

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of a cost generator.

Inputs: Task , Subtask , Attribute , Attribute[ ] encapsulatedAttr, function

Global Variable: ActiveUserNum , number of users that have an open request
CumulativeObjSize sum of the data sizes of the created objects

1: function Generator
2: return Gen.sequence encapsulatedAttr .select data
3: ActiveUserNum ActiveUserNum 1 should be locked (Mutex)
4: delay sample cost t st ActiveUserNum a encapsulatedAttr.length

sizeOf data CumulativeObjSize sample normal
distribution

5: sleep delay thread should sleep
6: ActiveUserNum ActiveUserNum 1 should be locked (Mutex)
7: return delay

Next, the thread is put to sleep for the duration that was generated with the cost function.
Then, the number of users is decreased again. Finally, the generated delay is returned so
that it can be checked outside the generator. Note, this generator function also applies the
generated delay. This is done, because we need to know the number of active users for the
generation of a sample and in order to know which user is active it is necessary to directly
execute this behavior, so that we have active users during the generation step. Multiple users
are executed concurrently in different threads in an independent way. However, their shared
variable ActiveUserNum causes a certain dependency between the user threads, because
when one user increases this variable, then this affects the response-time distributions of the
other users.

The user profiles are also parsed and their user behavior is added into the combined
model. The user input-durations that represent the time needed for filling web forms can be
integrated in a similar way as the cost functions by introducing input-duration generators.
Their implementation details are omitted, as they work in the same way as cost generators
except that they do not change the number of active users and they use a uniform distribution
instead of a normal distribution.

With both these generators, we are able to implement the sequence of subtasks of tasks
as represented in Fig. 7. Input-duration generators represent the time that a user needs for
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Fig. 7 Generator sequence of a task, that are executed with a sequence generator

the input (e.g., for filling forms) and cost generators simulate the response times of differ-
ent requests. These generators are instantiated with different parameters depending on the
request type. Algorithm 2 shows the necessary parameters for the instantiation. It is impor-
tant to point out that the model can be simulated with a virtual time, i.e., a fraction of the
actual time. The selection of the tasks according to the given weights was implemented with
a frequency generator. A frequency generator takes a set of weights and generator Gen pairs
and selects one of the generators according to the weights.

Gen.frequency : P(R>0 × Gen) → Gen

This generator was applied in order to choose commands, which handle the execution
of tasks. The generator for commands does not only generate commands, but also their
required data. We implemented a test-case generation process that works for both, con-
ventional PBT in order to produce our logs, as well as for the response-time simulation
with the cost models. For the log creation, we apply generators for the form data and exe-
cute the resulting test cases on the SUT. For the model simulation, we apply the cost and
input-duration generators and check if the produced test cases fulfill our response-time
properties. Algorithm 3 outlines this process. It requires a state-machine specification spec,
which includes a generator for the next state and the initial state of the model. First, the ini-
tial model is retrieved from a function of the spec. Then, there is an iteration over the size
parameter and in each iteration the next function of the spec is called to obtain a command
generator for the current model state. A command cmd is sampled according to this gener-
ator (Line 4) and executed on the model cmd.runModel in order to retrieve a new model,
which incorporates the applied state change. This model (state) is updated in each iteration
with the next function which behaves as follows: First, a set of pairs of weights and task
generators is retrieved from the getEnabledTasksWithWeights function of the model. Based
on this set, a frequency generator is built (Line 8). The function selectMany of this genera-
tor is called to further process the selected value. This function can be applied to a generator
in order to build a new generator. It needs an anonymous function as argument, which takes
a value of the generator as input and has to return a new generator.

Gen[A].selectMany : (A → Gen[B]) → Gen[B]

Within this function, a sequence generator is called that generates the response times and
times for the user input, based on the generator sequence of the task, which is, e.g., shown
in Fig. 7. (Alternatively, this generator can also be applied to produce form data, when an
evaluation of the SUT is performed instead of a model simulation.) The selectMany function
is applied again on this generator and within this function a command generator is created
for the given task and data.
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Algorithm 3 Pseudo code of the test-case generation.

Input: spec: state-machine specification of a PBT tool, : parameter for test-case length
1: model spec.initialModel
2: for 1 do
3: gen spec.next model next returns a command generator
4: cmd gen.sample command is generated
5: model cmd.runModel model command is executed
6: function spec.next(model)
7: set model.getEnabledTasksWithWeights set of weight Gen Task
8: return Gen.frequency set .selectMany task
9: Gen.sequence task.Generators .selectMany data generate form data or costs

10: CmdGenerator task data generator for a command

6 Evaluation

We evaluated our method for a web-service application from the automotive domain, which
was explained in Section 2.1 and we applied it to two major modules of this application,
the Test Order Manager and the Test Equipment Manager. Their descriptions are based on
a previous work (Aichernig and Schumi 2017b), where we performed classical PBT for
these modules and we also presented the functional models in detail. Now, we present a
performance evaluation of this system. We focus on the response times and the number of
samples needed, and also present run times of the simulation and testing process.

Settings The evaluation was performed in a distributed environment at AVL. The TFMS server
(version 1.8) was running on a virtual machine with Windows Server 2012, 15 GB RAM
and 7 Intel Xeon E5-2690v4 2.6 GHz CPUs. The test clients that simulated the users were
executed in a separate virtual machine with Windows Server 2008, 6 GB RAM and 3 Intel
Xeon E5-2690v4 2.6 GHz CPUs. The logs for the cost-model learning were created on these
test clients and they were applied to evaluate our models. For both, the test-case generation
for the logs and the simulation with SMC, we applied the PBT tool FsCheck version 2.8.2.

6.1 Test Order Manager

The Test Order Manager is the main module of our SUT and it enables the configuration and
execution of test orders, which are basically a composition of steps that are necessary for a
test sequence at an automotive test bed. Figure 8 shows the tasks of an example test order.

Created

ToCreate
Duplicate

AdminEdit
EditCreated

InWork

MakeReady AdminEdit

Executed

AdminEdit

Finished AdminEdit

Cancelled

AdminEdit

CancelInCreated

DeletedAdminEdit

Invalid

Invalidate Duplicate Reject AdminEdit

AdminEdit EditStandardWorkInWork

AdminEdit

AdminEdit

AdminEditCancelInStandardWorkInWork

AdminEdit

Duplicate AdminEdit

AdminEdit

AdminEdit EditStandardWorkExecuted

Finish AdminEdit

AdminEdit CancelInStandardWorkExecuted

AdminEdit

Duplicate
AdminEdit

AdminEdit

AdminEdit

AdminEdit

AdminEdit CancelInFinished

AdminEdit

Duplicate AdminEdit

AdminEdit

AdminEdit

AdminEdit

AdminEdit

AdminEdit

Activate

CancelInInvalid

Fig. 8 Example test order model
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Each task represents the invocation of a form, entering data for form fields and saving the
form. The Test Order Manager contains further sub-models for the creation of test orders,
like Business Process Template, but they are similar to this model, and are therefore omitted.

We applied our method in order to check the following property: What is the probability
that the response time of all subtasks of a task sequences with a fixed length, i.e. a test case,
is under a specific threshold? We check this property for a given user that is part of a user
population of a specific size. For this evaluation a user profile was created in cooperation
with domain experts from AVL. This profile was similar to the one shown in Section 4, and
is illustrated in Listing 2. Note that better user profiles could be obtained by monitoring a
live system with real users. Unfortunately, this was not possible in our case, because we did
not receive approval from TFMS customers.

Listing 2 User profile of the Test Order Manager

The multiple linear regression model was similar to the one of Section 4 as well and is
shown in Listing 3.

We applied the profile to form user populations of different sizes, and we checked the
proposed property for test cases with increasing lengths via a Monte Carlo simulation with
Chernoff-Hoeffding bound with parameters ε = 0.05 and δ = 0.01. (This requires 1060
samples per data point.) The results for an empty database (CumulativeObjSize = 0) and for
a database size that represents about 14,000 test orders (CumulativeObjSize = 80, 000, 000)
are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Note, we selected the user-population sizes (5,25,45) by starting
from a trivial size of five users and selected a step size that showed a significant differ-
ence. We chose thresholds that led to interesting probabilities, but normally these thresholds
should be based on customer requirements.

As expected, a decrease in the probability that the property holds can be observed, when
the test-case length or the population size increases. Moreover, the size of the database has
an important influence on the response times. We can see that the response times increase
when the database size rises. The advantage of the simulation on the model-level is that it
runs much faster than on the SUT. With a virtual time of 1/10 of the actual time, we can
perform simulations that would take days on the SUT within hours.

It is also important to check the probabilities that we received through model simulation
on the SUT. This was done as explained in Section 4 by applying the SPRT with the same
parameters. Table 2 shows the results. Due to the high computation effort, we only check a
limited selection of data points of Fig. 9.

The table shows the hypotheses and evaluation results for different thresholds, different
numbers of users and for the two database fill levels (CumulativeObjSize). As explained
in Section 4.3, we perform two SPRTs, one to check if the SUT is not much worse than
the model, and one to check if the SUT is not much better than the model. The alterna-
tive hypothesis H1 is produced via the model simulation and is the same in both SPRTs,
but the null hypotheses are different (smaller or larger). As result, we report the accepted
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Listing 3 Linear regression model of the Test Order Manager

Fig. 9 Test Order Manager simulation results of the model

Fig. 10 Test Order Manager simulation results of the model with filled DB
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hypotheses and how often they were accepted, when it was not always the same hypothesis.
Moreover, we show the number of samples that were needed for the SPRT (#Samples) and
the run time of this evaluation. We only perform one SPRT if the predicted probability of
the model is close to one or zero, because then we are already close enough to the min./max.
probability.

Note that in order to obtain an average number of needed samples, we run the SPRT
concurrently for each user of the population and calculate the average of these runs. Multiple
independent SPRT runs would produce a better average, but the computation time was too
high and we only had limited time in the test environment. Compared to the execution on
the model, a smaller number of samples is needed, as the SPRT stops, when it has sufficient
evidence.

We can see that in many cases, the alternative hypotheses were accepted, which means
that the predicted probability was close enough to the real probability of the SUT. In some
cases the null hypothesis was accepted, which means that our model was too optimistic or
pessimistic in these cases. We will discuss this later in Section 7.

Moreover, it is apparent that the smaller number of required samples of the SPRT (max.
ca. 62) compared to Monte Carlo simulation (1060 samples) allowed us to analyze the SUT
within a feasible short time. For example, in the worst case it took only about an hour to
apply the SPRT.

6.2 Test Equipment Manager

The Test Equipment Manager is another important module of our SUT. This module enables
the administration of equipment that is relevant for the test beds, like measurement devices,
sensors, actuators, and various input/output modules. All these test equipment can be cre-
ated, edited, calibrated, and maintained. A hierarchy of test equipment types is used to
classify the test equipment. Test configurations, which are compositions of different test
equipment, can also be administrated. The connection of devices via channels can be
controlled with this module too.

We performed the same evaluation for the Test Equipment Manager as for the Test Order
Manager. The user profile (Listing 4) and the linear regression model (Listing 5) were also
similar to the one shown in Section 4.

Listing 4 User profile of the Test Equipment Manager

The results of the Monte Carlo simulation of the model for an empty database
(CumulativeObjSize = 0) and for a database size that represents about 9,200 test equipment
objects (CumulativeObjSize = 30, 000, 000) are presented in Figs. 11 and 12. We can see
that the curves for an empty database are similar to that of the Test Order Manager. The
curves for a filled database are quite different. This difference is caused by a higher number
of subtasks that are dependent on the database size in this module.
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Listing 5 Linear regression model of the Test Equipment Manager

We also evaluated the results of the Monte Carlo simulation in the same way as before
by applying the SPRT. Table 3 shows the results. For the empty database, we see that the
alternative hypothesis was accepted in most of the cases, but for the filled database, the null
hypothesis was accepted more often. The model seems to be too optimistic for this database
size. We think the reason for this is that we have much more subtasks that are dependent on
the database size. In addition, more data is transferred over the network in comparison with
the Test Order Manager. This causes more network interference and makes the cost-model
learning more difficult. Nevertheless, it was again possible to evaluate the SUT by applying
the SPRT with an acceptable number of samples (max. ca. 20) and with a decent run time
(max. ca. 13 min).

6.3 Run times of themethod

Our method consists of several phases that have different computation times. Here, we give
an overview of the timings of these phases in order to illustrate the overall run time of our
method and to demonstrate its effectiveness.

In the first step, we generate log data with model-based testing. This initial testing phase
took about an hour for both our tested modules, i.e., about 63 min. for the Test Order Man-
ager and about 65 min. for the Test Equipment Manager. The next step was the cost-model
learning, which took only about 70 to 100 seconds including the time for data cleaning and
preprocessing.

Fig. 11 Test Equipment Manager simulation results of the model
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Fig. 12 Test Equipment Manager simulation results of the model with filled DB

The model-simulation times are illustrated in Table 4. Note that these timings were mea-
sured on the client machine that was described in the setting. It can be seen that they were
very similar for the empty and the filled database. The reason for this is that the major part
of the simulation time were the user-input times from the user profiles. For the same rea-
son, we only see a small increase in the simulation time, when the number of users becomes
higher. In summary, the simulation time was about 9 to 13 min. for the Test Order Manager
and 6 to 9 min. for the Test Equipment Manager.

The last columns of Tables 2 and 3 show the run times of the SPRTs. Note that during
the execution of a sample, we stopped when we already observed a higher response time
than our threshold, and we only have one run time for both SPRTs, since we check them in
one execution. The run times of the Test Order Manager were about 1h in two cases. All
other cases were mostly shorter than half an hour and the best cases were about 10 min. The
run times of the Test Equipment Manager were shorter due to less complexity. They were
always below 15 min and in the best cases about 3 min.

Executing the Monte Carlo simulation that we applied for the model directly on the SUT
would take about one day. By applying the SPRT, we can perform such an evaluation within
less than an hour in the worst case.

7 Discussion

The evaluation showed that our simulation approach allows us to estimate the probability
that a user can perform task sequences without having to wait longer than a specific thresh-
old for a system response. Moreover, we demonstrated that we can check if the estimated
probability is close to the real probability of the SUT with an acceptable number of sam-
ples. In some cases however, the models were not able to estimate the probability accurately
enough: they were either too optimistic or too pessimistic. This is an indication that the pre-
diction errors, i.e., differences between predicted and actual response times, were probably
too large. Such an issue would have a straightforward explanation if the R2-score obtained
at model training time (see Section 4.2) was rather low. However, critical prediction errors
can occur also when the R2-score seems to be high enough. These situations are more dif-
ficult to detect in practice, especially with a distributed environment setting, and might be
due to several reasons:

(1) Measurement errors. Some noise factors, e.g., variable network latency, memory cache
misses, blocking effects of the SUT, etc., might have unevenly increased artificially
the actual response times recorded in the log-files. We could still obtain a reasonably
high R2-score if by chance we were able to identify some linear dependencies in the
log-data. However, the predictions at run-time are not as good as indicated during the
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model predictive power evaluation phase simply because the same noise factors did
not apply also at run-time.

Measurement errors are significantly lower with a non-distributed environment
setup where our method generally achieve better results. For this paper, we selected
however the less favorable case of the distributed environment setup.

(2) Sampling bias. The simulation for generating the log-files might unintentionally be
designed and set up in such a way that all relevant scenarios were not equally likely
to be simulated. That is, the log-files do not contain equally many examples of all
relevant scenarios. Thus, the model “learns” only the dominant dependencies available
in the log-files and fails to make good predictions for samples with dependencies not
represented in the log-files.

Additionally, some false dependency might be derived from the (biased) log-files
which does not hold in general. For instance, if the number of concurrently active users
is monotonically increased instead of being randomly selected during the simulation
for generating the log-files, then a misleading positive correlation between the number
of active users and the database size arises which does not hold in general. While
carefully analyzing the log-data, e.g., by means of diagrams like correlation matrices
and scatter plots, helps to reduce the sampling bias risk, we generally cannot avoid it
completely.

A threat to the validity might be that one case study with only a specific system cannot
show the applicability or generality of our approach. In order to resolve this threat, we
have now also applied our method to another application domain, i.e. for a performance
comparison of different MQTT brokers (Aichernig and Schumi 2018). However, evaluations
in further application areas would still be interesting future work.

An interesting observation, which might be seen also as a weakness of our approach, is
that SMC seems to be inefficient when the given threshold of the response-time property to
be tested is far below or far above the actual response time. In these cases, the probability
of the response-time property does not vary in a significant way with the user population
size. SMC wastefully computes the probability for various user population sizes, even if a
single run with a fixed user population size, say one user, would be sufficient to get a similar
result. This phenomenon can be clearly observed in Fig. 10, where the probability curves
of different user population sizes are very close to each other for low and high thresholds,
whereas they only go apart for thresholds close to the actual response times where the user
population size seems to make a difference.

Finally, efforts to improve the prediction model accuracy, e.g., through non-linear learn-
ing methods, might be subject of future work if, while using the presented method in
practice, it turns out that better prediction models are needed.

8 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that we can exploit PBT features in order to check response-time
properties under different user populations both on a model-level and on an SUT. With
SMC, we can evaluate stochastic cost models and check properties like, what is the prob-
ability that the response time of a user within a population is under a certain threshold?
We also showed that we can test the accuracy of such probability estimations on the SUT
without the need for an extra tool. A big advantage of our method is that we can perform
simulations, which require a high number of samples on the model in a fraction of the time
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that would be required on the SUT. Moreover, we can check the results of such simulations
on the SUT by applying the SPRT, which needs fewer samples. Another benefit lies in the
fact that we simulate inside a PBT tool. This facilitates the model and property definition
in a high-level programming language, which makes our method more accessible to testers
from industry.

We have evaluated our method by applying it to an industrial web-service application
from the automotive industry and the results were promising. First, we presented the learn-
ing process for our cost models in detail. Then, we showed that we can apply these cost
models to derive probabilities for response-time properties for different population sizes
and that we can evaluate these probabilities on the real system with a smaller number of
samples. In principle, our method can be applied outside the web domain, e.g., to evaluate
run-time requirements of real-time or embedded systems. However, for other applications
and other types of costs alternative cost-learning techniques (Hastie et al. 2009; West et al.
2006) may be better suited.

In the future, we plan to apply our cost models for stress testing as they help to find
subtasks or attributes that are more computationally expensive than others.

Moreover, we intend to apply our method to evaluate different versions of the SUT, i.e.,
to perform non-functional regression testing.
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